SUMMARY
With the projected need for additional electric generating capacity in the U.S. and the age of many -coal-fired steam plants, electric utilities are considering repowering existing generating units as a cost-effective option to extend unit life, improve efficiency, increase capacity, and comply with environmental regulations. To assess the electric utility thoughts about repowering, a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) team comprised of government personnel and contractors developed a survey for the senior management of several electric utilities. This report provides the following:
The results of a survey of planning executives fiom eight eastern and two mid-westem electric utilities (see exhibit below). Their views on the concept of repowering existing electric generation units with technologies ranging fiom commercial to advanced are summarized.
Survey. Section 2 summarizes the feedback from the survey of the repowering needs of ten electric utility companies. The survey verified that the utility company planners favor a repowering for a first-of-a-kind demonstration of a new technology rather than an d-new-site application. These planners list the major factor in considering a unit as a repowering candidate as plant age: they The need to reduce operating costs, The need to perform major maintenanceheplacement of the boiler, and The need to reduce emissions.
A unit of less than 200 MW capacity is the most likely size to be considered for repowering by the electric utility industry. The survey responses also indicate that proven capability and competitive cost are mandatory. Capital cost must be reasonable and economics must be competitive as the industry responds to open access and moves toward decreased regulation and increased competition. The perceived risk factors that affect the decision to repower vary among the respondents. The strongest agreement relates to fbture price of natural gas, which respondents expect w i l l escalate greatly after 2005 compared to the price of coal.
Market Assessma . Section 3 reports the results of the market assessment. Using the size and age preferences identified in the survey, a market assessment was conducted (with the aid of a power plant data base) to estimate the number and characteristics of U.S. generating units which constitute the current, primary potential market for coal-based repowering. Nearly 250 units in the U.S. meet the criteria determined to be the potential repowering market. LEBS uses highly advanced combustion, emission control, and power cycle technology that will help electric generating companies add new coal-fired base-load capacity, or repower existing plants, beginning afker the year 2000. The LEBS goals include decreased emissions, increased efficiency, and similar capital costs as compared to today's coal-fired power plants.
. (2004) , is aimed at developing advanced coal-based power systems using an indirectly-fired gas-turbine that offer significant improvements over today's conventional power plants. The HIPPS goals are more aggressive than those of LEBS: major improvements in thermal efficiency, environmental performance, and cost of electricity.
HIPPS, targetted for a later introduction
Other technologies, such as gasification and pressurized fluidized-bed combustion, are alternatives to HIPPS; however, the HJPPS concept has the advantage of similarity in design to a conventional pulverized-coal plant. Both FWDC and UTRC were selected to continue the development oftheir concepts. Phase 2 entails engineering development and subsystem testing at a moderate scale and the site-specific engineering design of a prototype plant. Phase 3 includes the design of a prototype plant, followed by plant construction, testing and evaluation.
DOEPETC envisions that repowering applications may be the initial market entry for HIPPS technology. If the initial demonstration of this technology proves successhl, then a number of repowering project replicates would launch HJPPS and develop market demand for both repowering and new site applications.
. business as it moves to open transmission access and responds to the implications of increased competition, as evidenced by recent major restructuring, price structure adjustments, and operating changes. The price of electricity will be set by market forces, rather than tariffs set by rate cases. Generation companies will need to minimize capital and production costs in order to generate a profit with no certainty of an assured minimum return (see Exhibit 1). In preparing the utility survey, the DOEFETC study team reviewed the typical motivations for repowering and the factors pertinent to evaluating a potential repowering site. This information is summarized below.
THE NEW ELECTRIC GENERATION MARKET

Motivations for Repower in
Companies with aging generating units consider repowering for a number of reasons:
a.
The need for added capacity on the system either to meet local demands or for longdistance retail wheeling.
b.
The need to make the unit more competitive. Improving heat rate can reduce generating costs. This can improve a unit's position in the dispatch order and thereby increase its capacity factor.
C.
The need to reduce environmental emissions to comply with local regulations and the Clean Air Act and its amendments.
~~
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2-1 U.S. DOUPETC d. The need to replace major equipment. Repowering with new equipment can be more cost-effective than extensive refhrbishment.
Factors Influencing the Implementation of Repowe ring
Evaluation of the potential for repowering a particular facility involves consideration of numerous factors. Every site requires a site-specific evaluation of these issues. At a minimum, the following site-and plant-related factors must be evaluated.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f Overall Condition and Potential for Life Extension. The condition of the infrastructure of the plant, such as roads and civil works, steam turbine generator, and ancillary equipment is an important consideration in determining the amount of equipment that can be retained in service, or economically refurbished. Any equipment and infrastructure that can be preserved reduce the capital investment required.
Cycle Integration Compromises Must Be Modest. Repowering is most attractive when the amount of preserved equipment is large, and the power-cycle integration needed to fit new equipment to the existing process does not signiscantly compromise performance advantages.
Trying to match a repowering process to existing equipment fiequently involves a compromise in heat rate that would not exist if all new equipment were selected. The performance loss incurred to preserve the existing equipment must be evaluated against the capital savings.
Present and Repowered Generating Capacity. The repowering technology must be compatible with the existing unit size while providing the desired final capacity. Some advanced technologies are scalable over a wide range of sizes. Others are modular and come in discrete sizes. These issues are significant in determining the economic efficiency of the repowering scheme, and mismatches will impair the economic attractiveness of repowering.
Match to Existing Steam Turbine. When the existing steam turbindgenerator is retained, the repowering technology must be matched in size to provide the necessary steam requirements. If the repowering approach increases the amount of low temperature heat available for economizer duty, feedwater heaters can be taken out of service, increasing the amount of steam flow available for power generation. If the steam turbines do not have the back-end capacity to handle the added steam, the throttle steam flow must be reduced so back-end flow limits are not exceeded.
Fuel Use. Repowering may be based on continued use oflthe current &el, the return to a previously-used fuel, or the introduction of a "new" fuel (examples include replacing oil with either natural gas or coal, or introducing a new process-derived fuel). The selection of the appropriate fuel for repowering depends on the specific repowering technology, overall economics, and on the capabilities of the site and regional infrastructure to supply that &el.
Heat Rate and Operating Cost, Present and Repowered. Fuel costs represent the largest operating cost for fossil-fueled facilities. The change in heat rate and the change in he1 costs (where a fuel change is made), along with the costs of required chemicals and sorbents, are
2-2 U.S. DOEPETC very important in repowering economics. Normally, the repowered unit w i l l operate at an improved heat rate or with a lower-cost fuel and, therefore, can obtain a higher dispatch priority and increased annual use. The improved dispatch will significantly improve the cost of electricity and return on investment. It may also significantly reduce the number of unit start-stop thermal fatigue and pressure fatigue cycles, thus reducing maintenance costs.
Exhibit 2 shows the net plant efficiency of the U.S. generating fleet versus the year installed.
There has been little improvement in plant efficiency since the 1960s. This is largely due to the installation of pollution control equipment and the increased use of cooling towers. These increase auxiliary load and steam turbine back pressure, respectively, which tends to offset any improvement in the generation equipment. Although higher efficiency equipment that uses higher steam cycle conditions is within technical capabilities, their use is not economical in the U.S. currently. A new generation of advanced technologies is needed to increase energy efficiency at reduced cost and risk. 
1.
Site Adaptability/Space/Access. Candidate repowering sites must have space to accommodate new structures, facilities, and equipment. There must also be adequate space for laydown and construction access. Space for fuel acces and storage must also be considered.
Outage Period Needed. The construction t i e required to complete the repowering upgrade must be within a scheduled outage since the cost of replacement power bought during the upgrade could be significant.
Environmental Emissions, Present and Repowered. Reduction of air emissions (such as SO, NO, particulate matter, air toxics and (perhaps) COJ to meet environmental regulations is often one of the main motivating factors to repowering.
Transmission Capacityh'roximity to Major Load Centers. Since repowering is likely to increase capacity, additional transmission capacity may be needed. Expansion of the transmission right-of-way can be expensive and may significantly change the economics of repowering a site with a designated technology.
2.2
SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
The companies invited to participate in the survey were selected on the following basis: 
HOW THE INFORMATION IS SUMMARIZED
The remaining subsections discuss the major points made by the utility company participants in the survey. Selective responses are listed here to highlight the sigruficant results, and some narrative comments have been summarized for clarity. Specific responses of the individual company are not identified. Major conclusions from the survey are listed in subsection 2.10.
To aid in the interpretation of the survey results, both numerical and graphical presentation format is used. An example of this format is shown on the following page:
U.S. DOUPETC August1996 The left-most block ("not important") is assigned a rating of 1, the "slight influence" block a rating of 2, "considered," a rating of 3, and so forth. The number of responses in each block is multiplied by the rating, and the totals are averaged. Note that the center of each box is the location of the valuation; thus "slight influence" has a value of 2.0 at the center of that box, while 2.5 is the edge of the box.
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The standard deviation of the answers provides a good measure of the degree of consensus. For the above example, the standard deviation is 1.55. The average is displayed by a bullet e), with bars to the left and right showing one standard deviation below and above the average, respectively. A contentious issue will have a wide spread, while a consensus issue will have a narrow spread. In the example, the average is shown as 2.8, with bars bounding *l standard deviation (f1.55), that is, fiom 1.25 to 4.35. This issue is a contentious one, with a very wide band of disagreement among those responding.
In most sections, the responses are listed in descending order of importance to the utility companies, rather than in the order the questions were asked.
2.4
WHAT MOTIVATES CONSIDERATION OF REPOWERING?
Exhibit 5 summarizes the reasons that utilities consider repowering. The age of the unit is the highest-ranked reason. Improved costs and reduced emissions also ranked high. The size of the existing plant is not a very significant reason to repower. The needs for summer and winter peaking have only a slight influence on the choice to repower. 
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WHAT MAKES A SPECIFIC UNIT A CANDIDATE?
The survey asked what other characteristics would make a unit likely to be considered as a repowering candidate. Costs. Small coal-fired units with high operating costs are likely candidates. Another utility mentioned that any unit (big or small) with high operating costs is a candidate for repowering.
Permitting. Repowering an existing unit would be easier to permit than a new "greenfield" unit. Also, repowering may provide a means to adhere to permit changes mandated by public utility commission.
Emissions. Any emissions benefit from repowering would be welcome but are not key drivers in the decision process.
FueL Ifa natural gas technology is used, the gas needs to be available with little or no pipeline additions. Also, repowering can increase a unit's he1 flexibility.
Cycling. Units with a significant number of stop-start cycles are desirable candidates since repowering may reduce the number of unit start-stop cycles, thus reducing maintenance costs.
SwitchyadTransmission. It is important that the switchyard is compatible with the repowering configuration, and that little or no transmission system upgrade is required. 
Major Emphasis and Technical Concerns of HIPPS
Approximately one-half of the survey participants felt adequately informed about HIPPS to provide opinions regarding the major emphasis on a HIPPS repowering demonstration and to list primary . technical concerns for HIPPS. -Increase efficiency --Decrease emissions --Make cost competitive, Improve emission performance via pre-combustion methods, and Evaluate potential for distribution generation.
2.9
S E N S m OF UNIT DISPATCH TO OPERATING COSTS
A very important consideration in any repowering is the overall energy efficiency. High energy efficiency reduces fuel costs, which are usually the most significant element in operating cost. The lower the unit operating cost, the more hours per year the unit is called on to meet demand (dispatched), and the higher its capacity factor. Most repowering technologies improve unit energy efficiency, so (assuming the fuel price is not significantly different) the repowered unit can be expected to have more operating hours and be subjected to fewer start-stop cycles. Unit dispatch is assessed by utility company generation planning models over the projected life of the project to estimate yearly use levels. The responses fiom electric utility companies provided extremely valuable guidance for a conceptualHIPPS repowering. This option was rated "neutral" because of lack of famiiiarity. Respondents, on average, had less favorable opinions regarding all other repowering options.
Least favored reuowe ring methods:
Combustion turbine feedwater heating repowering. Combustion turbine hot windbox repowering.
Perceived Risks:
Most utilities believe that natural gas projects before the year 2005 are not risky investments. The $/Btu for gas and coal will diverge beyond year 2005 (gas will get more expensive relative to coal).
Some companies are deferring capital investments until utility restructuring implications are clearer.
MARKET ASSESSMENT
. A market assessment was conducted to estimate the number and characteristics of U.S. generating units that constitute the current, primary potential market for coal-based repowerings, including HIPPS-based approaches.
The U.S. population of coal-fired power plants was characterized using an existing data base. Results of the utility survey were then used to define the ages and Sizes of units that utilities currently consider to be their primary candidates for repowering. The data base was then used again to determine the most likely plant characteristics for units of these ages and sizes.
This section describes the basis for the plant market assessment, the pre-selection criteria used, and the results of the assessment.
I
DATA SOURCE FOR MARKET ASSESSMENT
A commercially available electronic data base, The Electric Plant Data Base System6, was used to establish power plant characteristics that are representative of a typical repowering candidate and to estimate the number of U.S. units having these characteristics. Section 2.1 discussed the main characteristics of a power plant that are pertinent to a repowering evaluation. Of these, the following five are used by the data base to describe a generating unit: Therefore, these characteristics form the basis of the market assessment.
PRE-SELECTION CRITERIA
The assessment focused on the introduction of an advanced coal-fueled technology as a repowering technology, and as a new technology needing demonstration. This placed some constraints on the plants considered, namely:
The site must be coal-fired, or designed for coal use, to be an economical candidate.
Units built prior to 1940 are more likely to be too small, inefficient, old, and worn to be capable of long extensions in service. The study therefore evaluated units placed in service fiom 1940 to present. In the 2000-2010 time period many of these units will be approaching 
